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Abstract. - We detennine the dispersion relation for a fluid bilayer membrane, taking into 
account the coupling between bending and the local density of the two monolayers. Apart from 
important corrections to the conventional bending mode, we obtain a second slow mode which is 
essentially a fluctuation in the density difference of the two monolayers, damped by 
inter-monolayer friction. Estimates for a stack of membranes show reasonable agreement with a 
recent spin-echo study of membrane undulations. 

The traditional model for fluid phospholipid membranes treats them as a single 
incompressible sheet with bending rigidity [1). Actually, of course, they consist of a pair of 
slightly compressible monolayers bound tightly together. This bilayer structure implies that 
bending a membrane necessarily leads to a stretching of one monolayer and a compression of 
the other. Since the membrane is fluid, density inhomogeneities can relax within each 
monolayer by lateral lipid flow. For the investigation of static equilibrium phenomena, one 
ean therefore assume that the lipid density within each monolayer is homogeneous. The only 
effect of the bilayer structure is to add a global term to the energy, the area difference 
elasticity [2-4), which is important for calculating the phase diagram of vesicle shapes. 

Evans and Yeung [5, 6) recently stressed that for the dynamics of conformational changes 
of membranes the coupling between bending and relative compression is crucial, and 
demonstrated this in the analysis of a tether fonnation experiment. The purpose of this paper 
is, first, to analyse this coupling for the much simpler but paradigmatic case of the dynamical 
equilibrium fluctuations of an almost planar bilayer embedded in a viscous medium and then, 
briefly, to discuss these fluctuations for the experimentally relevant case of membrane 
stacks. 

The standard treatment [7) of the fluctuating single membrane leads to a relaxation rate 
y, = "q'/4~ for a plane wave excitation with wave number q within the membrane. The 
bending rigidity" provides the driving force, while the viscosity ~ of the surrounding liquid 
provides the dissipation. Does this relation hold for a bilayer in which the lipids can 
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redistribute laterally? Obviously, the answer depends on the time scale yi1 on which lateral 
redistribution within the monolayers can take place. The driving force for this redistribution 
is the monolayer elasticity, characterized by an elastic area compressibility modulus k, while 
the main dissipative mechanism is intermonolayer friction with a phenomenological friction 
coefficient b. Dimensional analysis then yields Y2 - kq2/b, with the q2 arising from the fact 
that densities are conserved quantities. Comparing the two time scales, one finds that for 
long wavelengths, q« YJk/bK, bending fluctuations occur at relaxed lipid monolayer densities, 
while at shorter wavelengths, q» YJk/bK, the effective bending rigidity increases, since the 
lipid molecules cannot redistribute themselves quickly enough [5]. Therefore, bending 
fluctuations and fluctuations in the lipid density of the two monolayers are dynamically 
coupled, giving rise to an interesting dispersion relation which is characterized by a mixing 
between two viscous modes. 

We start the derivation of the dispersion relations by introducing two densities if;± and..p± 
for the upper ( + ) and lower (- ) monolayers (see fig. 1). if;± describes the density of lipids at 
the neutral surface of each monolayer. When the membrane is curved, the densities ..p± 
projected onto the midsurface of the bilayer will differ from the densities if; ± on the neutral 
surfaces of the monolayers. To lowest order in dH these two densities are related by 
if;± = ..p± (1 ± 2dH), where H is the mean curvature of the bilayer and d the distance between 
the midsurface of the bilayer and the neutral surface of a monolayer. The elastic energy 
density of each monolayer is given by (k/2)(if;± /ifJo - 1)2 = (k/2)(p± ± 2dH)2, where 
p± == (..p± No - 1) is the scaled deviation of the projected density from its equilibrium value if;o 
for a flat membrane. Thus, the continuum free energy, F, for the entire membrane 
reads 

(1) 

The first· term arises from the bending energy of each monolayer, with the usual bilayer 
bending rigidity K. (We have implicitly assumed that the monolayers are symmetric and have 
spontaneous curvature C Jrn) « d -1.) As written, F is a functional of the membrane shape and 
the two densities p ± . 

We are interested only in the small displacements of a nearly planar membrane. Letting 
the planar membrane lie in the (x, y)-plane, we describe its fluctuations in the Monge 
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Fig. 1. - Schematic geometry of a bilayer membrane. The circles with squiggly tails represent the lipid 
molecules. The dashed lines are the neutral surfaces of the monolayers, on which the densities if>± are 
defined. The dark solid line is the midsurface of the bilayer, on which the projected densities </I± and the 
scaled projected densities p± are defined. 
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representation by a height h(x, y). We consider a plane wave in the x-direction, 
h(x, y) " h exp [iqx] + c.c. and p' (x, y) " (p ± p) exp [iqx] + c.c., parametrized by an 
amplitude h, a density difference p" (p. - p-)/2, and an average density p" (p. + p-)/2. 
With 2H = V" h(x, y) this leads to the energy 

_2kdq2 

2k 
o 

(2) 

where the star denotes complex conjugation. Here iC " I( + 2d 2 k is a renormalized bending 
rigidity which includes the effect of the elastic stretching and compression. Note that the 
static correlation functiona given by the inverse of the above matrix still show the 
conventional expression for the height-height correlations: (hh·) = kBT/I(q' for all q. 

To determine the dynamical equation of motion for the membrane we first apply the 
Stokes approximation, i.e. we neglect all inertial effects and simply require that all forces 
balance. Force balance in the z-direction reads 

-T,~ + T;; = -(IF/'h·) = -iCq'h + 2kdq'p, (3) 

where Tz~ is the (z, z) component of the liquid stress tensor Tij == - pBij + 11(8i vj + 8jVi) 
evaluated at the upper and lower monolayers. ~ denotes the viscosity of the liquid, V i is the 
i-th component of its velocity, and p is the pressure. 

Within the two monolayers, the lateral force balance reads 

(4) 

where the tilde refers to two-dimensional quantities. The four force densities in (4) are i) the 
(in-plane) gradient of the surface pressure - V.' = - V(IF/Sp'O); ii) the traction of the 
surrounding fluid, given by the liquid stress tenaor; ill) the viscous damping within each 
monolayer, where I'- is the monolayer (surface) viscosity and if' is the velocity of the lipid 
flow within each monolayer; and iv) the friction between the two monolayers, with the 
phenomenological friction coefficient b. 

The densities F' obey equations of continuity a,p' = - V . if • to lowest order in the small 
quantities p' and v (1). Here V is the divergence operator in the membrane. In the 
surrounding incompressible liquid Stokes' approximation to the hydrodynamic equations 
implies V·v = 0 and ~V"v = Vp for z '" O. For a plane wave in the x-direction, v = [w(z)e% + 
+ u(z) e ,] exp [iqx] and p = p(z) exp [iqx], the solutions to the hydrodynamic equations with the 
normal velocity continuous at z = 0 are 

and 

w(z) = [«:;: w - w) - iu) qz + w ± wl exp [:;: qzl, 

u(z) = [( - i(W ± w) ± u) qz + ul exp [:;: qzl, 

p(z) = 2"q[ - i(W ± w) ± u] exp [:;: qz), 

(5a) 

(5b) 

(5c) 

with as yet undetermined constants w, wand u. The upper and lower signs in eq. (5) apply for 

(1) We asswne that lipid flip-flop rate rrr between the two monolayers can be neglected. However, it 
is also trivial to work out the effects of adding a tenn :;: Yrr(P+ - p-) to the right-hand side of the 
equation of continuity. 
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z > 0 and z < 0, respectively. The stress tensor at the membrane then follows as 
T,; '" T "(z = 0') = :;: 2»11U and T;; .. T "(z = 0') = :;: 21)Q(W ± w). 

Non-slip boundary conditions between the membrane and the surrounding liquid require 
ah/at = u and v' = \w ± w) exp[iqx]. Inserting these expressions into the force balance 
equations and the equations of continuity, we obtain the following relaxational dynamics for 
the coupled height and density difference variables: 

[ 

Kq'/4~ 

~(!)=-A(!)"- -kd4' 
2b + 2W + 1"/' 

-qkd/2~ ] 
1«[' (!) . 

2b + 2W + f'q' 

(6) 

The dynamical matrix A has two eigenvalues y,. " which give the dispersion relation shown in 
fig. 2. There are three regimes separated by the crossover wave vectors q, " 2~k/bK and 
q, "' V2b/f': 

" . q«q" 4~ q , 

C' k " , 
2b q , q«q" 

Yl- 2b K q , q, «q«q" yz :0= _ (7) " , q,«q. 
k le 4~ q , 
p. ;c , q, «q, 

For small q, y, corresponds to the usual hydrodynamically damped bending mode and y, is 
the damping rate of a new «slipping» mode, a conserved density difference fluctuation 
damped by the inter-monolayer friction. Aa shown in fig. 2, and as alluded to in the 
introduction, the modes mix and the damping rates deviate Significantly from their 
asymptotic low-</ behavior above the crossover wave vector ql' For q»q" Y2 becomes the 
damping rate of the (predominantly) bending mode, with an effective bending rigidity K. The 
effective high-frequency rigidity differs from the low-frequency rigidity because the 
densities cannot respond quickly to changes in shape. In this regime, the slower rate y, is 
predominantly due to slipping. Yl exhibits a second crossover at q, " V2b/f', where the main 
dissipative mechanism changes from inter-monolayer friction to monolayer surface 
viscosity. 

12 

Fig. 2. - Dispersion relations for a single bilayer (full line) and a stack of bilayers (dashed line) for 
K = 10 - 12 erg, k = 70erg/cm2, d = 1 nm, 1} = 0.01 ergs/cml, ~ = 10-7 ergs/ em", b = 107 ergs/cmf, and 
I = 1 nm for the stack. The marks are experimental data (13]. 
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To estimate the crossover wavelengths, we use typical parameter values for phospholipid 
bilayers: the bending rigidity" = 10- 12 erg, the viscosity of water ~ = 10-' ergs/ern', the 
monolayer area expansivity k = 10' erg/ern', and half the monolayer thickness d = 1 nm. 
The remaining model parameters, the inter-monolayer friction coefficient b and the 
monolayer viacosity 1', are not yet well studied. Measurements of the ditfusion constants 
in free and sUfported bilayers by microlluorescence techniques [8] lead to the values 
I' ~ (10- ' ... 10- ) erg s/cm' and b - (10' ... 10') erg s/ern', while the friction coefficient 
value inferred from the tether formation experiment [6] is b - 6 ·10' erg s/ ern' . For 
b = 10' erg s/ cm', we find for the first crossover ql - 10' /ern, corresponding to a wavelength 
in the micrometer range. Therefore, bilayer corrections to the dispersion relation for the 
bending mode become important on length scales of micrometers and below. In particular, 
for q > q 1 , the slowest mode of the bilayer becomes the new slipping mode. For the second 
crossover, relevant only to the slower mode, we find q, - 10' / ern, ,e. a wavelength of 
several times the membrane thickness. 

Direct measurements of the wavelength.<Jependent relaxation times of single bilayers by 
video microscopy of vesicle fluctuations have been restricted to wavelengths larger than half 
a micrometer [9,10]. Even though we expect to see deviations from the asymptotic low-q 
behavior. in this region, experimental limitations as well as additional complications due to 
area and volume constraints (') will make detection non-trivial. A more promising technique 
might be dynamical light scattering on multUayer systems [11]. 

We now briefly discuss what to expect for a stack of swollen membranes on which such 
scattering experiments can be performed. For a wave vector parallel to the sheets, the 
cslculation of the dispersion relation using the same force balance and boundary conditions at 
every membrane in a stack with repeat distance 21 is absolutely straightforward. We again find 
two modes, whose dispersion relation is shown in fig. 2. For small q, both modes have a quadratic 
dispersion, 

kKZ d _Kz (8) 
n~ 2b "q , an r. 2~/q· 

Here, r. corresponds to the undulation mode of a two-component smectic [12], which crosses 
over into the single-layer result for q - 1/1. The damping rate of the second slow mode, n, 
has the same dispersion as the single bilayer in the intermediate q-regime. 

It is tempting to compare the dispersion relation for n in the multUayer system with the 
recent spin-echo study of the undulations of swollen phospholipid multUayers [13]. In fig. 2, 
we show these data obtained in the q-range (0.3'" 1.2) ' 10' /ern. Even though the agreement 
is good, more work will clearly be needed to prove that this measurement corresponds to the 
mode discussed in this paper. A crucial experimental test would be to measure the damping 
as a function of the repeat distance 21. If the measured dispersion is indeed that of the 
frictional mode, it should be independent of the repeat distance, since the main dissipation for 
this mode occurs within the bilayer rather than in the liquid. 

Finally, we discuss the dynamics of the average density ii for the aingle bilayer, for 
which neglecting inertial terms in the bulk hydrodynamic equations is no longer justified. 
Including inertial effects(") by multiplying the plane waves by exp [- rt] and solving p,,8,v = 

(2) In a crude approximation, one can replace the area and volume constraint by an effective tenBion 
X. In the planar ease, such a tension can easily be incorporated by replacing K by K + l:/ q 2 in all 
equations. 

(3) It is also possible to include the membrane inertia, by adding a tenn - rv'Po to the right-hand 
side of eq. (4). For the p mode, using the typical parameter values mentioned above, membrane inertia 
is negligible for wavelengths greater than about ten membrane thicknesses. 
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= - Vp + ~V' v leads W a modified stress tensor at the membrane: T,; = ~[± (a + q)(W ± w) + 
+ i(a - q) rhJ, where '" '" q' - rPw/~ and Pw is the density of water. The p mode does not couple 
w the height h, so the (z, z) components of the stress are irrelevant. The force balance and 
continuity equations, in the small,,! Iirnit, then imply [14,15J r = exp [± &r/3J(k' /~Pw)l/3 q'/3, 
which is a propagating mode, unlike the others discussed above. The q./8 behaviour is not specific 
w bilayer membranes, and has been obtained previously for Langmuir monolayers [16,17]. 

In conclusion, we have derived the dispersion relation for the two viscous modes of a 
bilayer membrane. The coupling between the monolayer compression modes and the shape 
fluctuations leads i) W a significant modification of the dispersion of the bending mode and ii) 
W a new slow mode which is essentially the density difference between the two monolayers 
damped by the inter-monolayer friction. Estimates for a stack of membranes show the same 
order of magnitude as a recent neutron spin-echo experiment . 
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